Violence is the use of force in a way that harms a person or property. I’ve been blessed because I haven’t been involved or have been part of violence. I have never seen people that I care about get killed for being involved on gangs or going to jail.

But now violence is getting bigger all around the world all you see in the news is people killing each other. In the streets all you see is cops chasing people because they did the wrong thing or kill somebody. Even though violence hasn’t been a part of my life there are too many people involve in violence.

How has violence affected my life? It makes me worried and nervous to walk around the streets with all this violence going on. It affects peoples thinking because you might change the direction you are walking by because you know that there is always people standing outside waiting to do damage. Violence also changes the process of living because parents would not let their children go outside because of all the violence that is out there in the streets. They might move from where they live because they are scared that something might happen to their child.

What are the causes of youth violence? Youth people being out there in the streets
Instead of doing their homework or going to the community centers and play sports and stay out of trouble. Another way of youth peoples violence is gossiping/bullying because when you bully someone that person is going to get tired of you bullying him/her and they might kill them self or they might kill the person that is bullying them. Jealousy is another way of Youth violence because if you when you are jealous of someone you are going to try to hurt them just because they don’t like the person or something else.

What can I do about youth violence? Is to tell kids to go to community centers after school. And not stay out side doing something bad. To help youth violence is to have a meeting with the kids about stopping the violence so that they could understand that you could fix problems with out using violence against each other. For example you don’t have to kill someone just because he did something to you. All you guys need to do is talk about the problem and try to fix it.

In conclusion I feel like violence should stop because too many people are using it to hurt other people in any ways either they kill you or hurt you bad. Violence hasn’t had a lot
Of affect in my life. But I feel bad for the people that has to go through it every single day of their Life. Kids need to understand that you will get no where in life if you stay out there in the streets skipping school. But if you go to school and stay out of trouble violence will stay out of your life and you will be able to be somebody in life when you grow up.